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Trent Mask puts the REV in revolution. A line has been drawn. Indie vs Pro Here at GearShark, we're straddling that line to bring you exclusive coverage of what some have dubbed the war of racing. Every war starts with a spark and ends in revolution. Drew Forrester was the spark, but his second-in-command is the REVolution. What does it take to stand brave in the face of opposition? resolve of steel... Stubborn will... And a heart that refuses to give up. It isn't just the drivers in this war. The revolution is about more than just racing. It's about shattering labels and
taking risks. So we asked Trent Mask: Truth or Dare? His answer? Both. Check out the full feature article inside...
Once upon a time... A baby is born in privilege, blooming under the warmth of his parents' love. Jealousy sprouts and brings with it malevolent intentions. A king and queen cursed with an empty kingdom. A child abandoned in revenge. A misfit, the boy should turn hard and cold among the thorns he grows in. Despite lifelong attempts to destroy him, this child does not wither. Underneath his insecurity, he maintains a heart with the tenderest center. A heart that plays the most beautiful music. Not far from this misfit but in a whole different world, a dashing prince lives
with a crown of expectations adorning his golden head. A prince raised with honor and duty. A prince expected to marry. Alas, during a simple walk in the forest, he is enchanted by a different song. And so a fairy tale is woven, two worlds colliding, secrets revealed, love everlasting... And a realization that not all fairy tales require a princess. *Prince is a modern fairy tale forgoing heteronormativity to boldly state that fairy tales are for everyone, no matter who you love (or don't).
One text can change everything. Honor Calhoun never thought her life would ever be like the books she writes for a living. One morning while out for a run, she learns not all bad things are plots in novels. Some horrors can actually come true. She faces off with a persistent attacker, holds her own, but in the end is taken hostage and thrown into a hole. In the middle of the woods. But Honor didn't go down there alone. She took her kidnapper's phone with her. With a spotty signal and a dying battery, her hope is slim. Nathan Reed is an active duty Marine stationed at a
small reserve base in Pennsylvania. All he wants is a calm and uneventful duty station where he can forget the memories of his time in a war-torn country. But a single text changes everything. Nathan becomes Honor's only hope for survival, and he has to go against the clock, push aside his past, and take on a mission for a girl he's never met. Both of them want freedom... but they have to survive long enough to obtain it.
One taste is never enough... Spencer Waller's main purpose in life is to protect and serve. After spending years in the military, he gets a coveted spot on the Secret Service detail protecting the president. Spence doesn't have time for women or all the work having a relationship with one requires. But just because he isn't looking for a lady doesn't mean he can't appreciate a beautiful one when he sees her. And he makes it a point to see one in particular every single day. Elle Bond has literally chopped and fried her way to the top of the food chain. Earning a coveted
position in the White House as the president's personal chef, she figures her professional life can only get better. Her personal life, on the other hand, could use a little bit of an overhaul, and because of that, she tries to ignore the charm-dripping cookie thief every time he comes into her kitchen. After all, she knows better than anyone that just one taste of something good is never enough. One night after work, Elle is assaulted, threatened, and given an ultimatum. She can't go to the police, and she sure as hell can't do what she was ordered. But she has to. Or else.
Pale, shaken, and scared to death, Elle confides in Spence, and his protective instincts take over. Together, Elle and Spencer have to uncover a sinister plot and stop it before someone ends up dead.
Huntsman
Tricks
Merry Misfits
Tipsy
Taxi

Alcohol isn't the only thing that can make a girl tipsy. Julie Preston is an artist. But her canvas isn't paper or clay. It's hair. She spends her days coloring, blow drying and styling her clients hair at the Razor's Edge salon. Julie is also annoyed. She went out on a date and had a great time, gave the guy her number and the jerk never called. So when he waltzes into the salon and sits down in her chair she briefly considers strangling him with the pink cape she fastens around his neck. Too bad she can't. Blue Markson, the guy who
never called, is a police officer so causing him bodily harm would be a first class ticket into the slammer. Just looking at him again makes Julie forget why she was mad in the first place, but she's already learned that Blue is nothing but heartache. So when he starts coming around, acting like he hadn't made her stare at the phone for days, she tries to brush him off. Only... Her life is about to blow up in her face, she's about to get caught up in a sticky web of crime and the one guy who can help her is the one guy she vowed
never to trust again.
#Nerd
Don't get caught in the surge. Through a bullet hole in a wall, I watch a man bleed to death. Those responsible think their crime died with the victim, until I identify them. What's a girl to do when she's being hunted by murderers witness protection can't even stop? Run. My only refuge is a place I vowed to never go again. When it's do or die, an eight-year-old heartache suddenly seems trivial. Besides, he won't be there anyway. But he is. Turns out my old pain feels brand new the second his eyes meet mine. I can't leave. I can't
stay. This snowy town that's supposed to be my shelter suddenly exposes me more than before. With no one else to lean on, Liam becomes my lifeline. Now we're both running for our lives, trying not to get swept away.
Players gotta play. Hate is like a poison. It contaminates everything. So does doubt. Even though I deny what I overheard, even though I insist it isn't true, the seed of doubt has been planted. I can't help but be tormented with the endless what-if's that have taken over our lives. Romeo and I were happy in love. The future stretched before us brighter than any star in the darkest sky. Now everything is broken. Literally broken. Romeo's entire career is at stake, my entire future is threatened... and my past? It's coming back to
haunt me. To haunt us. Romeo says we're in this together and right now the only sure thing is us. But how far can a love so new be pushed? The lengths we will have to go to save each other puts everything at risk. Romeo is a #player but how much of the game can one person play?
#Selfie
Bad Intentions
Butterfly: A Public Enemy Standalone
#Hater
Hashtag #1
I washed ashore in a little lake town. A place where everyone knows everyone, yet... No one knows me. I don't know me. If a woman doesn't know her own name, does she really exist? I don't know my natural hair color, my birthdate, or where I live. I am invisible. To everyone, to everything, even to myself. Except to him. I see the recognition deep in his stare, the way it lingers on my face as if I'm a puzzle he's desperate to put together. I just want answers, the truth... knowledge. His lips are sealed. Still, his eyes beguile me. I can't trust anyone, not even myself. Someone
wants me dead, the same someone who tried to bury me in a watery grave. They'll come for me again... I won't know their face. I don't even know mine. I am amnesia.
TEASE (A Take It Off Novel) ***This is a New Adult Contemporary novel. It is not intended for Young adult readers and contains sexual content and graphic language.*** You can look but you can't touch... Harlow McAlister is a broke college student. When her tuition assistance is taken away she is faced with a choice: admit to her mother she couldn't hack it on her own or make a lot of money fast. So she gets a good paying job. As a stripper. She thought it would be easy but it turns out being sexy is a lot harder than she thought. When a few mishaps work in her favor
she manages to hang on to her job and catch the eye of the Mad Hatter's best looking bartender, Cam. She's also caught the eye of someone who wants to do more than look, someone who's decided that she's nothing but a tease. As the clothes come off, Harlow finds herself caught between lust and murder. The only thing she knows for sure is that her new risque job is a lot more than she bargained for.
TORCH (a Take It Off novel) ***This is a new adult contemporary novel and contains sexual content and graphic language. It is not intended for young adult readers.*** If you can't take the heat... stay away from the flame. Katie Parks has been on her own since the age of fifteen. All she's ever wanted is a place to call her own-a life that is wholly hers that no one can take away. She thought she finally had it, but with the strike of a single match, everything she worked so hard for is reduced to a pile of smoking ash. And she almost is too. Now she's being stalked by
someone who's decided it's her time to die. The only thing standing in the path of her blazing death is sexy firefighter Holt Arkain. Katie's body might be safe with Holt... but her heart is another story. As the danger heats up, sparks fly and the only thing Katie knows for sure is that her whole life is about to go up in flames.
Deux personnes que tout oppose sont sur le point de se heurter l’une à l’autre. De plus d’une façon. Elle veut garder sa bourse scolaire. Il veut rester dans l’équipe. Dire que l’alliance que forment Rimmel et Romeo est particulière est un faible mot. Mais c’est sur le point de changer. Tout commence par un défi. Une initiation. Un challenge. Rapidement, cela se transforme et devient bien plus que ça. Mais lorsque vous êtes victime de votre statut, il y a très peu de place pour quelque chose de vrai, de concret. Les règles sont claires et simples. Restez dans votre cercle.
Et ne tombez jamais amoureux de quelqu’un qui n’en fait pas partie.
Masquerade
The Midnight Dance
Avalanche
Torch
#Swag

Anthology of Christmas stories written in various genres.
Jingle Bells Christmas smells Chopping down a tree Travis states: Santa's fake! Oh for goodness sake! Trent, Drew, and the entire hashtag crew are back for holiday shenanigans! When Travis declares, "Santa's fake!" the family bands together to deliver Christmas magic and the joy of family into the heart of a little boy who never had a reason to believe. What ensues will make you laugh, cry, and perhaps remind you
what it's like to see the holidays through the eyes of a child. So what's it going to be: Christmas chaos or happily ever after? Maybe a little bit of both.
TEMPT (a Take It Off novel) ***This is a new adult contemporary novel and contains sexual content and graphic language. It is not intended for young adult readers.*** Stranded and alone with not one, but two wickedly enticing men. Ava arrives at the airport, expecting to board a commercial flight to Puerto Rico. But a plane ticket isn't waiting for her. Instead, she finds a guy with dark curly hair wearing seriously
ratty jeans and holding a sign with her name on it. He may not look like a pilot, but he is. And he's her ride. So now it's just Nash and her on a tiny tin can of a plane flying over the Atlantic. When a thunderstorm comes out of nowhere, it proves to be too much for the little aircraft. Ava and Nash plunge from the sky and end up on an uncharted deserted island. Stranded. As if that isn't bad enough, Ava starts to
desire more than just rescue-hunger for more than food. Nash is only too happy to oblige... but it seems they might not be as alone as they thought. And Nash might have some competition in claiming Ava's body... and her heart.
A Hashtag Holiday Short Story (Hashtag Series #7) Plus festive recipes to fill your tummy and warm your heart. Givers Gonna Give... Twas the night of game day, And all through the town, Lacey, glittering snowflakes fluttered around. They clung to the roads, concealing everything with white. It was a beautiful #holiday sight. The paparazzi were out without any care, In hopes to catch Romeo and Rimmel, rumored to be
there. When out on the road there arose such a clatter. The Hellcat spun out, but it shouldn't matter. I pulled out my cell to dial in a flash. But the battery was dead. What useless trash. The moonlight glistening on the new fallen snow Made us forget we needed a tow. For the season was upon us. Our family was alight. Our #holiday was destined to be merry and bright.
Amnesia
#HEA
#Junkie
Fourth Dimension
Text
These Royals will ruin you. Ever since Hartley Wright met Easton Royal, her life hasn’t been the same. There are enemies behind every corner and dangers beyond each door. When tragedy strikes and steals her memories, she can’t trust anyone, not even the blue-eyed boy who promises her that everything will be all right. Because while Hartley’s memory is full of gaps, her instincts tell her Easton is dangerous. She
doesn’t know if he’s the snake in the garden or her chance at salvation. The chaos he brings wherever he goes is too much to handle, the intense feelings he evokes are too confusing to unravel. Easton wants her to remember. Hartley thinks it’s better to forget. She might be right. Tragedy. Treachery. Trust. Hartley has to face the facts—in this world, you can’t escape the Royals. Either you live by their rules or
you die by them.
Lo Moving to River's Edge was supposed to be a fresh start. Away from chaos. Away from bad influences and worse relationships. All I wanted was to give my little brother more of a chance than I ever had. It should've been simple. I didn't count on my transgressions following me. And I definitely didn't count on meeting Dare. Tall, tortured, and tattooed. A Lost Boy through and through. Falling for someone like him
was asking for heartache. But I was a sucker for punishment. Dare I had a routine. Eat, work, sleep, repeat, only ever doing the bare minimum to keep up appearances. I kept my circle small and my guard high. I spent years making sure I didn't repeat the mistakes of my past, forming an impenetrable layer of ice around my heart. Then Logan showed up in my town, in my tattoo shop, testing my patience along with my selfcontrol. She was fire and I was ice. I should've stayed away. But I had been cold for far too long.
Zeke Daniels isn't just a douchebag; he's an asshole. A total and complete jerk, Zeke keeps people at a distance. He has no interest in relationships-most assholes don't. Dating? Being part of a couple? Nope. Not for him. He's never given any thought to what he wants in a girlfriend, because he's never had any intention of having one. Shit, he barely has a relationship with his family, and they're related; his own
friends don't even like him. So why does he keep thinking about Violet DeLuca? Sweet, quiet Violet-his opposite in every sense of the word. The light to his dark, even her damn name sounds like rays of sunshine and happiness and shit. And that pisses him off, too.
I'll show them no mercy.I made a promise to Caleb, and I intended to keep it.I just didn't anticipate the aftermath.One betrayal.One lie.One devastating cover up.It's all out in the open now, and this time, I'm not running away. The secrets I hold are enough to destroy us.The truth is supposed to set us free-but we aren't destined for freedom.This is a dark high school bully romance with mature content and themes.
It contains dubious situations that some readers may find offensive. If you're looking for a white knight hero, this book is not for you.Wicked Promises is book three of the Fallen Royals Series. It is the conclusion of a trilogy and NOT a standalone.
How to Date a Douchebag
Christmas Lites
Significance
The Ravenels, Book 3
Moth To A Flame

Love can play tricks on your heart... After serving several years in the United States Marine Corps, Sergeant Tucker Patton decides to hang up his uniform and go to work at a private investigative firm owned by his buddy. His boxes are packed and he's got one foot out the door when a phone call changes everything. Instead of going to North Carolina, he heads to New York City to literally step into the life of his twin brother, who died under suspicious circumstances. But pretending to be someone else isn't easy. Especially when the person
you're supposed to be is wanted dead. Not only that, but he's going from being blissfully single to living with his brother's woman. An uptight, no-nonsense lawyer. Charlotte Rose Carter doesn't have time for fun and games. She graduated with honors and made all the right moves fresh out of college to jumpstart her career as a successful young lawyer. She even snagged the most eligible bachelor in New York City's corporate world. So what if her and Max's relationship isn't burning up the sheets? So what if their life doesn't read like a
chapter from a sizzling romance novel? This is the real world, and in the real world that stuff is just fantasy. Until it isn't. Suddenly, just the slightest touch or a single glance from Max has her heart doing somersaults. Suddenly, the lackluster relationship begins to spark, and Charlotte finds herself tied in a knot of desire. But she has no idea about the tricks being played right under her perky little nose.
Danger isn't Zoey's middle name. But it is something she can't forget, something she's reminded of every time she looks in the mirror. For those reasons, Zoey has become an expert at creating the perfect illusion. Her ability to fool the eye, to create truth where there was previously none makes her the best in the business. Working as a makeup and special effects artist for Hollywood combines her two life must-haves: her passion for makeup and hiding in plain sight. It also doesn't hurt that she's safe within the heavily secured and secret
studio sets, away from the public eye. Then her perfect job becomes her perfect nightmare. Not only does her illusion slip with the blast of icy water, but it does so in front of the country's biggest action hero and the gossipiest of celebrity TV shows. At first, Zoey thinks danger hasn't caught up to her and the worst thing about her mishap is the world's most perfect man sees her in all her not-so-perfect glory. Until a series of unexplained "accidents" begins on set. That's when Zoey knows. Danger has caught up to her... and this time she fears
death has, too.
Drunken brawls. One-night stands. No-show interviews. Toilet-papering my hoity-toity neighbor's house. Insulting my fans. Trashing hotel rooms. What's it take to become public enemy number one? I just told you. I've done all that and more. My poor conduct got me on the Celebs Behaving Badly list and ultimately ruined my career. From the world's number-one popstar to world's most hated. That's me. Ten Stark. Go underground, they said. Stay out of the spotlight. Most importantly, stay out of trouble. Everyone loves a good comeback
story. For once, I listened. I met someone who didn't know my name, my face, or the bad behavior that defined me. She taught me I wasn't who everyone thought I was-everyone including me. Then someone whispered my name and things got messy, as they always do. Now I want her back. I'm not a caterpillar, but a butterfly. My wings are in full color, not just black and white. But first, I have to shed my cocoon and fly.
Before. Everything was so much better Before. I wasn't haunted by nightmares, my place at school was secure and my face was flawless. Now, I'm a freak and everything has changed. The worst part is that I can't remember the night I was sentenced to the shadows. The memory has been stolen from me and I just can't shake the feeling that someone, something is out there -watching. Just when I think I have my life handled, Sam, with his intimidating golden stare and shiver inducing voice, makes me realize that I don't know anything. He
makes me see that my scars don't matter. That they never mattered. I can't help but fall for him, completely unknowing that he knows exactly how I got this way. Not knowing he was involved. *** Heven has no idea how closely death stalks her. She has no idea what I have done to keep her alive. I fear the day she learns my secrets, finds out what I really am. But even then I cannot stop, I vow to make things right. Finally her hunter will be hunted, Heaven and Hell, faith and sin will battle, and we will be victorious. But first, Heven must learn to
be what she never imagined. I know her strength is there - I feel it. If we are to overcome all odds, she must push past her flaws - her frailties - to become much more.
Taste
Prince
#Player
The Failing Hours
A Significance Novel
These drivers got #swag... Racing is in her DNA. Right alongside money and power. When you're the daughter of one of the most powerful men in the country, you have to work harder for success. Joey Gamble's a girl on a male-dominated track. With a daddy who can buy whatever she wants. But she doesn't want anything... except to EARN her reputation. Racing is his passion. Trouble follows him everywhere. Some even say he invites it. When you're nipping at the taillights of the best driver in the new NRR, you have to fight and claw for each and every success.
It's never been easy for Lorhaven. That's why he doesn't play by the rules. He's a man with a serious chip on his shoulder against the pro racing circuit. We at GearShark want to know what's up with that. We've also been hearing rumblings... of a pro who wants to go indie. We've invited racing royalty and the driver from the wrong side of the tracks to sit down and talk to us about a possible crossover. We expected sparks to fly when Joey and Lorhaven crossed paths. Will those sparks ignite into a full-on inferno? Read the full feature article inside...
Sometimes all a girl needs is a little fling... Talie Ronson needs a vacation. From life. Since she caught her cheating, loser husband in bed with his assistant, her life has been on a steady spiral-right into hell. Her car's a junker, her job sucks, and her perfect, gorgeous sister likes to brag about her wonderful life every time they "do" lunch. In an effort to salvage what's left of her life and her sanity, she takes the advice of her kooky best friend and takes off to Topsail Island. A week at the beach, alone, is exactly what she needs to recharge, regroup, and relax. Only, her
alone time is about to get derailed. Gavin Palmer's favorite activity is walking around in his boxers and eating junk food. He and his neighbors have an understanding. They stay out of his business and he stays out of theirs. He lives at the beach, not for vacation, but for isolation. He's had enough of people to last him a lifetime. Gavin's isolation is interrupted when his normally quiet neighbor starts disturbing his peace. He stomps across the sand to give the guy a piece of his mind... only it isn't a guy. It's Talie. She'd maddening, nosy, and talks too much. But she's hot
and her bedroom eyes have him thinking maybe he's had enough solitude. Maybe a week of company is exactly what he needs. Maybe what they both need is a no-strings-attached tryst.
TAXI (a Take It Off novel) The meter is running... One night as Rose Crawford steps out of a bar, she gives no second thought to lifting her hand to signal for a cab. After all, it's the responsible thing to do. A common occurrence. Far safer than walking several blocks, alone, in the dark. A familiar-looking yellow taxi with black, faux-leather seats, running meter on the dash, and a smiling driver pulls up to the curb. Rose slides in. Gives the driver her address... But she never reaches her destination. Instead, she finds herself captive, at the will of a man who isn't a driver,
but a bona fide psychopath. Trapped in a taxi she can't escape, Rose begins to panic. As the miles between her and safety grow, hope dwindles. It isn't until someone else joins her in captivity that her spark of hope is rekindled. Derek is strong, capable, and surely together they can fight their way to freedom. Then Rose finds out exactly why she's been driven into hell. Derek may be an unwilling captive, but he isn't going to help her. In fact, he's there to do the exact opposite.
It started with unspoken animosity. The bitter bite of jealousy. And now its full blown hate. It was during my first football game that I first felt the first chill of hate. I looked it right in the eyes and felt its sticky tentacles reach out for me. I'd never experienced something so cold and empty before. The effect of that look lingered, like an unspoken promise, long after it was gone. Becoming a couple - becoming the other half of a campus celebrity wasn't easy. I let down walls guarding my heart and he looked past my glasses and accident prone tendencies. Romeo and I are
an unlikely match, a #nerd and a jock. But we made it. And we're happy. Zach doesn't want us to be happy. He wants Romeo to pay for getting him kicked out of Omega and for the night he spent in jail. He's going to use anything and everything he can to get his revenge. Including me. As the weather on campus grows cold and the days become dark, revenge becomes the center of someone's life and the happiness Romeo and I worked so hard for is threatened. I can't help but worry that our love is going to be overshadowed by hate.
#Nerd
#Heart
#Blur
Devil in Spring
Cracked Kingdom
New York Times bestselling author LISA KLEYPAS delivers the unforgettable tale of a strong-willed beauty who encounters her match in one of London’s most notorious—yet irresistible—rakes . . . An eccentric wallflower . . . Most debutantes dream of finding a husband. Lady Pandora Ravenel has different plans. The ambitious young beauty would much rather stay at home and plot out her new board game business than take part in the London Season. But one
night at a glittering society ball, she’s ensnared in a scandal with a wickedly handsome stranger. A cynical rake . . . After years of evading marital traps with ease, Gabriel, Lord St. Vincent, has finally been caught by a rebellious girl who couldn’t be less suitable. In fact, she wants nothing to do with him. But Gabriel finds the high-spirited Pandora irresistible. He’ll do whatever it takes to possess her, even if their marriage of convenience
turns out to be the devil’s own bargain. A perilous plot . . . After succumbing to Gabriel’s skilled and sensuous persuasion, Pandora agrees to become his bride. But soon she discovers that her entrepreneurial endeavors have accidentally involved her in a dangerous conspiracy—and only her husband can keep her safe. As Gabriel protects her from their unknown adversaries, they realize their devil’s bargain may just turn out to be a match made in
heaven . . .
A story by NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY bestselling author, Shelly Crane. Maggie is a seventeen year old girl who's had a bad year. Her mom left, her dad is depressed, she's graduating, barely, and her boyfriend of almost three years dumped her for a college football scholarship. Lately she thinks life is all about hanging on by a thread and is gripping tight with everything she has. Then she meets Caleb. She saves his life and instantly knows
there's something about him that's intriguing but she is supposed to be on her way to a date with his cousin. But things change when they touch, sparks ignite. Literally. They imprint with each other and she sees their future life together flash before her eyes. She learns that not only is she his soul mate, and can feel his heartbeat in her chest, but there is a whole other world of people with gifts and abilities that she never knew existed. She
herself is experiencing supernatural changes unlike anything she's ever felt before and she needs the touch of his skin to survive. Now, not only has her dad come out of his depression to be a father again, and a pain as well, but Caleb's enemies know he's imprinted and are after Maggie to stop them both from gaining their abilities and take her from him. Can Caleb save her or will they be forced to live without each other after just finding one
another? Read the epic love story before the TV show!
Special One Year Anniversary Edition of the award winning novel #Nerd! Includes TWO never before in print bonus scenes, a special note from the author and special recipes! Two people from completely different worlds are about to be thrown together... In more ways than one. She wants to keep her scholarship. He wants to stay on the team. An awkward alliance doesn't even begin to cover Rimmel and Romeo's relationship. But that's about to change. It
starts with a dare. An initiation. A challenge. Quickly, it turns into more. But when you're a victim of your status, there is no room for anything real. The rules are clear and simple. Stick to your circle. And never fall in love with anyone on the outside.
There's a new kid in town, and he's hell on wheels.
#Holiday: A Hashtag Series Short Story
Tempt
A Dark High School Bully Romance
#Rev

In 1879, seventeen-year-old Penny yearns to escape the confines of Italy's mysterious and elite Grande Teatro and explore the flashes of memory that suggest she once lived a very different life.
In a world with no power, chaos soon descends. A powerful look at the disintegration of society in the wake of a massive and mysterious outage that has knocked out all modern amenities. Fifteen-year-old Emma has moved house with her ex-Marine mother and younger brother. It's a brand-new condo building, which explains the semi-regular power outages, as workers complete the units around them. So Emma isn't particularly concerned when the latest blackout hits just as they are
preparing to leave town on a long weekend camping trip. But then the car won't start, and their cellphones appear dead -- and all the cars outside their building seem to be stalled in a long traffic jam ... In the midst of what appears to be a massive power outage, with their camping gear packed and ready, Emma and her family canoe over to the islands, just offshore, to wait it out. But while they land on an isolated island, with a relatively hidden site, they are far from safe, as people
become increasingly desperate to find food and shelter. And as the days pass, and the power remains out, the threat of violence becomes all too real.
Tryst
Tease
Wicked Promises
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